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Data entry of Forms 
Operator will click on ‘ 

Forms Data Entry’ tile 

after logging in.  

One of the most important tasks of 

Data Entry Operator is to digitize 

forms which are received in hard 

copy. These forms are received 

directly from the electors which are 

submitted in the ERO office. Data 

Entry Operator fills the form as it is 

received in hard copy. 

In this screen, form type can be selected from the drop 

down menu. Forms like 6, 6A, 7, 8 and 8A can be 

selected and filled. 



Upload Scanned Forms and Proofs 
For uploading scanned 

documents, operator needs 

to go to this tile. After 

clicking this tile, a window 

opens where operator can 

upload scanned documents 

either by selecting form type 

and selecting the electors or 

by Reference Id.  

After listing the 

electors, operator 

will click on the 

Upload button as 

shown in Fig 2. 

Operator will get the 

option of uploading 

proofs like Age 

proof, Address 

proof, Photo etc. 



BLO Field Verification Report 
Operator will click on ‘BLO 

Report’ tile after logging 

in.  

In this screen, operator will select the form type and part and click of View Forms button. A 

list will appear where operator needs to click the process button to go the checklist of field 

verification report and fill it. This data entry will be based on the field verification done by 

BLO. 



When field verification is done for forms, a checklist is generated which BLO 

needs to fill. Some examples of forms like 6, 7, 8 is shown here:- 

Form 6 checklist  

BLO fills this checklist in case of form 6. After field verification, data entry operator fills this checklist in ERO-Net. 



Form 7 checklist:- 

If applicant is found absent, dead or shifted then checklist is filled according to that 

status. Operator also enters the remarks of BLO in  the Remarks field. 



Form 8 checklist:- 

If applicant is found absent, dead or shifted then checklist is filled according to that 

status. BLO also checks whether there were any data entry errors and checks the 

list according to that. Then BLO enters the remarks. 



Field Verification Report for SUO-MOTO 
Operator will click on 

‘SUOMOTO Report’ tile 

after logging in.  

Here, BLO can select the SUO MOTO Action for which the field verification report needs to be 

entered. Here, operator can select the Source like Multiple Entries, DSE etc. which are 

categorized as SUO-MOTO Actions. After that, status can be selected. After clicking on View 

button highlighted in red, a checklist will open for the operator to fill. 



When field verification is done for SUO MOTO cases, a checklist is generated 

and then handed over to BLO for field verification. Some examples are shown 

here:-  

BLO Checklist for DSEs 

All the records identified as DSE will be listed part wise in ERO login for    matching of 

photographs. By clicking ‘Process’ button, individual DSE records can be processed for 

matching of photographs. If ERO marks the photo as matching/ doubtful then in both 
cases, a checklist will be generated and printed by ERO for field verification by BLO 

Field Verification Report for SUO-MOTO 



Marking of VIP, PWD and ASD Elector 

Operator will click on 

‘Marking of VIP, PWD and 

ASD Elector’ tile after 

logging in.  

In ERO-Net, provision is available for marking the elector as VIP voter, Person with 

Disability (PWD) voter and Absent Shift Dead (ASD). In case of Marking of VIP and 

PWD Elector, operator can select Part, Marked Status and click on GO button. A list 

will open where operator can select the person and mark the status. Marking of ASD 

elector is shown in the next screen. 



In this screen, operator can mark ASD electors either by searching from EPIC number 

or by serial number and part number. After getting the list, operator can mark the status. 

Marking of VIP, PWD and ASD Elector 
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